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ABSTRACT: In the present, the world has moved to the cloud for storage and retrieval of data. Every second millions 
of users access cloud to upload or download files which effect the rate of data transfer. Many mechanisms has been 
introduced to optimize data transfer rate but still the expected results has not been achieved. In this paper we propose to 
optimize data transfer rate through pipelining, parallelism and concurrency along with MapReduce Model. This work 
proposed an efficient traffic aware separation and aggregation to minimize network traffic, hence provide a better 
traffic management . Implementation of this technique will outperform the most popular data transfer tools like global 
online and UDT in majority of the cases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Big Data is a combination of enormous and complex data that is difficult to capture, store, process, analyze  and 
retrieve. Big Data is all about combination of large amount of structured, unstructured and semi-structured data that has 
the potential to be extracted for information.  
 
Every second millions of data is uploaded by users and enterprises. This creates huge network traffic. Downloading 
from cloud is also a challenging task as retrieving data from Big Data is not easy. Downloading is more difficult in case 
of the data is unstructured or worse, semi-structured. 
 
Earlier work proposes techniques such as Data Intensive distributed computing[9], which  provides hints on how to 
manage low level data handling issues where performing data intensive distributed computing. But this technique’s 
efficiency in terms of performance is not optimal. Hadoop has the ability to analyze the data very quickly and in a very 
cost effective way. Hadoop is suitable for structured and semi-structured data. 
 
In the proposed system, the file will be uploaded through optimized pipelining, parallelism and concurrency. The file 
uploaded through these parameters will be the input into the server via gateway. The gateway consists of a log manager 
that preserves all the user derails who are uploading and retrieving the file from the server. Other than the main server 
the remaining three servers will be created stores the duplicate files. So , whenever the main server will be busy or file 
is blocked due to data traffic, duplicate file that were stored in the other servers are retrieved and given to the user as an 
output. Thus using the combined optimization technique for both uploading and downloading the data transfer rate will 
efficiently enhanced.   
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

A set of models were proposed, which aim to approximate the optimal number of streams with least history information 
and lowest prediction overhead[1].it suffered from Inefficient handling of data. The other papers [2]provided hints on 
how to manage low level data handling issues when performing data intensive distributed computing and [3] calculates 
the optimal number of streams as well as optimal number of CPU stripes to increase efficient data transfer . But  the  
performance was close to optimal and overhead was present.[4]Calculates the smallest amount of sampling data 
required to find the file transfer throughput, but these parameters were poorly tuned.[5]Different parameters play a 
significant role in affecting achievable transfer throughput. Different  algorithms are used to tune protocol parameters 
for data transfer in wide area networks. 
 
Most of the current works use MapReduce performance by optimizing data transmission. The proposed MapReduce 
with communication overlap (MaRCO) to achieve nearly full overlap via the novel idea of including the reduce in the 
overlap In Map Reduce. Unfortunately, this overlap is insufficient in shuffle-heavy MapReductions.MapReduce lazily 
performs reduce computation only after receiving all the map data. The  Eager reduce processes partial data from some 
map tasks while overlapping with other map tasks' communication. MaRCO's approach of hiding the latency of the 
inevitably high shuffle volume of shuffle heavy Map Reductions is fundamental for achieving performance. MaRCO 
achieves 23% average speedup over Hadoop for shuffle-heavy MapReductions[8]. The new method  of computation is 
characterized by the heavy  use of  user-defined functions for data processing. The data-shuffling stages help to prepare 
them for data partitions in order to compute  in parallel. They have assessed this optimization opportunity on over 
10,000 data parallel programs used in production SCOPE clusters, and  a framework is designed that is implemented  in 
the production system. Experiments with real SCOPE programs on real production data have shown that this 
optimization can save up only to 47% in terms of disk and network 110 for shuffling, and up to 48% in terms of cross-
pod network traffic. To defeat this inadequacy issue of enormous information [6] . They have composed a calculation 
to calendar operations in view of the key dissemination of moderate key/esteem sets to enhance the heap parity [7].  
 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 
3.1 UPLOAD 
 The user first registers their particulars in the cloud. 

 The user then uploads the heterogeneous file to transfer. 

 Using recursive chunk algorithm, it check the file size. If the file size is large it chooses either parallelism or 
concurrency. If the file size is small it chooses pipelining.  

 During transferring, it checks the file size for each file. If the file size is small, it chooses pipelining. 
 

 In pipelining, the files are transferred sequentially i.e. it transfers  file one by one to avoid bottleneck problem. 
 

 If the chunk size is large it either chooses parallelism or concurrency.  
 

 In parallelism, a single file is split into small packets. After splitting, it transfers the packets parallel. 
 

 In concurrency, it chooses different file size and transfers the file simultaneously. The designated user receives 
the heterogeneous file through pipelining, parallelism and concurrency. 
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   3.2  DOWNLOAD- 
 

 The user inputs the file into the server via the gateway. 
  

 The gateway consists of a log manager that  preserves all the user details who are uploading as well as 
retrieving the data from the servers. 

 
 Other than the main server we create another two servers in which the duplicated data gets stored 

automatically. 
 

 The  Hadoop distributed file system approach is used here. 
 

 The  user sends the message to the gateway requesting for a particular file. 
 

 The  main server is the place from where the file gets retrieved. 
 

 When the main server from which the file has to be retrieved gets blocked due to the data traffic that occurs, 
the other servers play the role of the main server. 
 

Hence the duplicate file  that were stored in the other servers are retrieved and given to the user as an output 
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IV. CONCLUSION  
 

Using our proposed method, the file will be uploaded through by the use of various optimized methods like pipelining, 
parallelism and concurrency. The file uploaded through these parameters will be the input into the server via gateway. 
By the use of MapReduce method other than the main server the remaining three servers will be created to store the 
duplicate files. Hence , whenever the main server will be busy or file is blocked due to data traffic, duplicate file that 
were stored in the other servers are retrieved and given to the user as an output. The log manager at the gateway stores 
the details of the users who have uploaded the file as well as downloaded the file. Thus, using the combined 
optimization technique for both uploading and downloading the data transfer rate is efficiently improvised. 
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